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64-bit OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 Home PremiumÂ², Professional, Ultimate,. Windows 8, Home, Business,
Enterprise, etc. Astra Linux Service Kit - the ability to install the AstraLinux platform on a wide variety of computers,
turning them from ordinary home PCs into full-fledged servers. Each platform - Ð�straLINux Pillar and Astra LINUX
Enterprise - has a unique "appointment" and "own" core, which can be easily integrated into any server OS of the
Windows family. ASTRA SERVICE Kit includes: â€” Astra Klinik Pack - a free solution for servers and network
equipment; - ASTRALINUCK Pack- free version of ASTALINLUX; â€” Atrata KK - authorized ASTRA provider; -
Astra AVLnet - a library of third-party programs and utilities for ASTRA. Latest news 03/12/2013 The other day
Astral Soft celebrated its 9th anniversary. The coming 2013 is a special year for the Astrul Software company - along
with the years come new tasks that our young and energetic team sets for itself. The company is growing, developing,
the market is changing and the customer is changing dramatically. And so I want the company's staff to be able to
realize their abilities, strengths and knowledge by 100%! At the solemn part of the celebration there were many warm
words and congratulations from partners and colleagues, as well as guests from various cities of Russia and other
countries. In turn, Yulia Nosova, director of network and server equipment development at Astral Sotik, presented a
memorable gift for the company. On March 12-13, the AstroSoft team took part in the Cloud Computing Conference.
This is one of the largest cloud computing events in Russia, the CIS and Eastern Europe. Among numerous interesting
reports, our partners from the "SV-solver" company also came to the conference to make their report.The conference
participants saw the works of our colleagues, which were presented at the ASTUL 2013 exhibition. Special attention of
the guests was attracted by our video about the implementation of the "ASTRAL" platform for station equipment on
SAP AG computers.
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